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Murdoch University Law Students’ Society 

Council Introduction- Paul Melican (ALSA President) and Cassandra Page (ALSA Vice President- 

Administration) 

ALSA President Paul Melican welcomed Councillors to ALSA February Council at RMIT. He noted the role 

of ALSA for the remainder of the 2015-16 ALSA term as being dedicated to knowledge sharing, advocacy, 

and communication. He also stressed that he wanted ALSA to be taking a more proactive stance on 

advocacy- rather than waiting to be approached for comment regarding issues, ALSA should be on the 

“front foot” and prepare position papers and statements to be disseminated to relevant parties on 

issues we feel are pertinent. 

Paul also acknowledged the traditional owners of the land upon which Council met, the Wurundjeri 

People. 

Paul introduced ALSA VPA, Cassandra Page, to discuss Council Standing orders. 

Cassandra welcomed Council, and thanked them for making the trip to Melbourne. She explained the 

role of Councillors and the structure of Council for new Councillors. She demonstrated the live Council 

agenda and discussed the running order for Friday 19 February. She outlined the standard of behaviour 

expected of all members of Council. 

She also noted that speaking lists would be strictly managed, and that each speaker would have 45 

seconds to voice their opinion. Cassandra opened the floor to Council to make suggestions or comments 

regarding Council Standing orders. There was no feedback from the Council Room. 

Motion: 

That all LSS/LSAs who have not paid their affiliation fees, but who make representations to do so, be 

granted speaking rights. 

Moved by Cassandra Page 

Seconded by Paul Melican 

Paul Melican clarified that an LSS/LSA who has not paid affiliation fees and who has not actively made 

representations that they will not pay said affiliation fees shall be taken to have made representations 

to pay their affiliation fees. 

Opposed- Nil 

Abstentions- Nil 

Motion passed. 

Motion: 

That all Australian law students be granted speaking rights. 

Moved by Cassandra Page 

Seconded by Paul Melican 
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Opposed- Nil 

Abstentions- Nil 

Motion passed. 

Motion:  

That Council accept the minutes from the 2015 September ALSA Council meeting. 

Moved by Cassandra Page 

Seconded by Paul Melican 

Opposed- Nil 

Abstentions- Nil  

Motion passed. 

Paul Melican resumed the floor to discuss ALSA Knowledge Sharing Sessions. 

ALSA Knowledge Sharing Sessions 

ALSA aims to conduct online knowledge sharing sessions on topics of interest to Council. Currently these 

are conducted by Skype, however ALSA is looking into other platforms to enhance the experience. The 

aim of these sessions is to engage broadly with students every few weeks on items that are of interest 

to Council 

Paul requested feedback from Council on whether the sessions run so far had been visible to Council to 

make them sufficiently aware that they were being run, and whether the sessions had been of value to 

the attendees. 

GULS- We definitely feel the sessions are of value, it is great to see that they’re focusing on what our 

competitions portfolio should be doing at this point in the year. 

Paul informed Council that Jerome Doraisamy, author of “The Wellness Doctrines” has o ffered to run a 

knowledge sharing session on wellbeing in March. Council indicated that they are generally interested in 

this session proceeding. 

Paul touched on the changes sought to be made to the ALSA Competitions Bank, including expansion 

into resources beyond problems, but indicated that Christian Slattery, Competitions Officer, would offer 

further insight. Paul sought feedback on the current Competition Bank. 

GULS- We had an incident in which we were turned away by a sponsor firm because they did not believe 

the problem (sourced from the Problem Bank) was of sufficient quality. 

Paul requested that anyone who had similar feedback or issues please see Christian to ensure that these 

questions were removed or workshopped until they were up to standard. It was suggested that there be 

a criteria checklist of some sort established for Problem Bank questions. Council was generally 

supportive of this suggestion. 
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Paul mentioned the “Health and Wellbeing Best Practice Guide for Law Student Societies and 

Associations” being prepared and overseen by Chris Burch. 

The question of qualification to prepare and run these projects was raised by Council- what, if any, 

qualifications or accreditation is held by committee members in charge?  

Alex Bell-Rowe clarified that these knowledge sharing sessions are not designed to dictate to you or 

teach you, but mainly to share knowledge and see what everyone else is doing out there. ALSA is not 

trying to claim that we know anything about mental health, but aiming to start the conversation to help 

affiliates come up with their own ideas, and share stories of success or failure. It was also explained that 

we work from the Tristan Jepson Memorial Guidelines. 

Paul Melican also proposed the following knowledge sharing sessions: 

  Sponsorship- to be held towards the end of the year, in order to be of assistance to 2017 

committees 

 Beyondlaw- Paul explained the history of BeyondLaw and their relationship and MOU with ALSA 

as former ALSA executive members. BeyondLaw’s directors have suggested a knowledge sharing 

session about their operation and resources. 

Paul opened the floor to Council for feedback and suggestions about other potential knowledge sharing 

sessions. The following were suggested by Council: 

 Publications, including: 

o Best design programs- free and paid. 

o Publication success- what types of publications are most popular and which aren’t.  

o Printing- how much is paid for printing and where it is sourced from. 

o How to use InDesign- perhaps having someone with a degree or background in graphic 

design to teach Council how to best use it to their advantage. 

 Advocacy sessions, including internal advocacy. 

 Maintenance of LSA records- how to ensure knowledge and materials are passed on year to year 

to ensure continuum. Proposed for July/August (GULS) 

 Competitions, including filing and record keeping. Proposed that this session go into more detail 

than a general handover to discuss appropriate and effective record keeping, to ensure that 

knowledge continues and is easily accessed by future generations of Committee. 

Paul Melican noted that a draft schedule for knowledge sharing sessions be distributed to Council within 

one month, so that they can be shared with committees to ensure that the most appropriate committee 

members are attending each session in order to maximise value for LSAs. In response to queries, it was 

noted that this was proposed as a no-cost way for committees to reap the knowledge sharing benefits of 

Council between sessions. In response to Council query, the sessions cannot presently be recorded 

when they are conducted on Skype, but once we update to a new platform we will hopefully be able to.  
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The issue of impromptu skype sessions was raised: when ALSA is invited to comment to the media about 

a particular issue, ALSA would aim to host a session to seek input from as many Councillors as possible 

before sending comment on behalf of ALSA. Paul opened the floor to comments about whether Council 

was supportive of this idea and how Council would like to see this structured. 

DLSS Burwood- We definitely support the inclusion of Council in all advocacy decisions.  

Monash- We also support this- we think it’s important to involve not just Council, but our committees as 

well. 

ANU- I also agree, we’d be uncomfortable with the ALSA Executive having a free mandate to advocate 

on behalf of all of us without consultation. 

NDS- We appreciate the opportunity to join the conversation, but I’m curious about what timelines 

would be put in place for calling these sessions, as we’d need a notice period to take it to our committee 

for a vote. 

GULS- That’s a good point. We’d prefer a month’s notice if possible to allow us to call a committee 

meeting and take a vote. 

ACU St Patrick’s- We may not necessarily need to take a committee vote, so we’d be happy with as 

much notice as the Executive is able to give. 

Wollongong- We’d also need at least a month’s notice as that’s our time frame for calling committee 

meetings. 

GULS- I’d like to add that if the Executive needs to move quicker, we can call our meetings earlier- that 

is, if the Executive gets wind that there might be a call for comment, they can advise Council so that we 

can call our respective committee meetings, then advise of the actual topic closer to the time of the 

meeting. 

PM- So if I can summarise the process we’re discussing, is everyone happy with the following workflow 

for the advocacy topics that Council decides to move on this weekend? 

1- ALSA Council passes motion regarding advocacy topic 

2- ALSA Executive circulate email to Council with position and statement 

3- LSS/LSAs move their own motion within their committee to endorse statement 

4- LSS/LSA’s then add their respective logo to the end of the motion if successful, and return to the 

Executive. 

Council generally agreeable to this work plan. 

State Based Representatives 
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Paul gave context to the decision to appoint state-based ALSA contacts, based on feedback given at the 

ALSA Council Meeting in September 2015. He opened the floor to feedback on the impact and 

effectiveness of state-based contacts so far this term. 

Griffith Gold Coast- We thought it was a great idea having a state meeting of all the LSAs- we’ve had a 

very good experience with the program in QLD. 

Blackstone- It’s very early days in the program for us, it might be too early to call if it’s effective or not. 

It’s still finding its feet but hopefully will be worthwhile.  

Flinders LSA- We’ve discussed it at a meeting of the South Australian LSAs, and we all feel that we’d 

prefer to choose our own state representative. We’d also like a little more clarity on the process for 

choosing state reps. Was there a formal process or criteria for selection? Was it based on experience in 

LSAs or experience in ALSA? 

PM clarified: We decided to trial the program by appointing a representative from within the ALSA 

committee, as they all have experience both within their LSAs and within ALSA. That’s why we wanted to 

seek your feedback, to see whether you’d prefer to choose your own or to have one appointed by ALSA. 

With that being said, would Council prefer to choose their own or have ALSA appoint one? 

Blackstone- We feel that it is important for there to be a level of independence maintained- that being, 

that there isn’t one LSA favoured over another. In that case there should be an appointment from ALSA 

if possible. 

Curtin- I agree with this, and I’d add that where there are multiple representatives, they must be from 

different universities rather than a monopoly. 

DLSS Burwood- The answer to that really depends on what the representative is doing in the room. In 

VIC, the ALSA rep was in attendance at meetings to maintain observer status and answer any questions, 

so the fact that they were ALSA appointed was no issue. 

Paul further asked Council what sort of criteria they would like to see in their state based 

representatives- would Council prefer more of a liaison role between LSAs and ALSA, or more of an 

engagement role? Is it best to leave it up to the LSS/LSAs to choose who they would like for their State 

rep and how they choose it? Council appeared to vary in opinion, and it was agreed that each state 

should have the option to choose whether they proffer a state-based representative, or whether ALSA 

appoints one on their behalf. 

Paul thanked Council for their feedback and introduced Council’s first guest speaker, former Attorney 

General of Victoria, Robert Hulls. 

Guest Speaker: Robert Hulls 

Robert Hulls greeted Council and paid respects to the original custodians of the land upon which we 

met. He thanked Council for their presence and welcomed them to Melbourne. 
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Mr Hulls gave Council an insight into his background- from having marks that weren’t high enough to get 

into law school, and working tirelessly and persistently to eventually be accepted, to his work for 

Victoria Legal Aid and for an Indigenous Community Legal Centre in Mt Isa, all with the aim of becoming 

a barrister to help the less fortunate. 

During his time in Mt Isa, Mr Hulls observed a wealth of discrimination and a lack of independent justice 

for indigenous Australians. He realised that in order to implement systemic change he would need to 

step into politics, leading to him being elected to parliament in 1990. Following this, he made the move 

to Victorian parliament, eventually becoming Attorney-General of Victoria. 

He was instrumental in the introduction of Koorie Courts in VIC, and has observed that Aboriginal Elders 

sitting alongside Magistrates has massively dropped recidivism rates amongst indigenous offenders.  

In his role as adjunct professor at RMIT, has created the RMIT Innovative Justice Centre, offering 

students clinical education and hands on learning as a mental health legal centre. He has recently 

received approval to turn the centre into a multi-disciplinary practice- offering both law and social work 

students the chance to get training whilst providing wraparound services to offenders- both whilst they 

are incarcerated, and for six months after release. Mr Hulls is a firm believer in holistic justice and aims 

to teach this through his centre. 

Robert Hulls’ key messages for today’s law students: 

 Never be turned off by doomsayers who tell you that you aren’t good enough to achieve your 

ultimate goals 

 Get out of your comfort zone- it can be scary but will provide a wealth of experience 

Questions: 

DLSS Burwood- How should we as leaders of our law student cohorts be responding to the negative 

media coverage of graduate oversupply in the legal profession, and how should we respond to the 

challenge this represents? 

RH- You are privileged to be taking a law course, but remember that opportunities do not always come 

from traditional sources. Graduates need to think outside the square- for example: sporting 

organisations; IT providers; entrepreneurs- there is a wealth of opportunities out there for people to 

gain legal experience or offer legal services in a non-traditional way if you look beyond the usual 

corporate suspects and understand holistic justice. 

Griffith Gold Coast- What is your view for the next 5 years to help bridge the gap between those who 

have been incarcerated re-joining society?  

RH- Society needs to start becoming more aware that perpetrators can be victims too. That’s where 

holistic justice and a wraparound approach come in- they treat offending as a symptom of an underlying 

cause, and seek to treat the cause of the offending rather than merely punish the offending.  
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This is particularly pertinent with perpetrators of Family Violence- how can we make them more 

accountable? There is great deal of information in reports about early intervention- in my opinion there 

needs to be programs in primary school and secondary schools teaching students about effective 

management and treatment of these symptoms to teach them how not to offend. 

It could also be beneficial to implement a rating system for sporting teams, community organisations 

etc. based on their approach to educating and assisting those affected by domestic violence.  

DLSS Burwood- What can we do as student societies to innovate the way we advocate issues such as 

holistic justice and family violence? 

RH- I find sentencing exercises to be very helpful- put yourself in the seat of a judge and educate 

yourself about the whole situation, then decide what sentence you would impose. Often we find that 

“laypersons” making sentencing decisions impose more lenient sentences than judges, which 

contradicts those who argue that “tougher sentences will lead to less crime.”  

It would be beneficial to have an open forum to meet with the ombudsman following her report that 

more prisons won’t make us safer. Perhaps in a panel form to make the community more aware of the 

recommendations in that report- “unless we think smarter we’ll end up spending more money on prison 

beds than hospital beds.” 

On a more grassroots level, you can get your LSAs in community organisations and events such as rallys. 

Flinders University- How well do you think the response to mental health is being handled within the 

legal profession? 

RH- There are huge areas of depression within the profession. This comes from the fact that working in a 

legal environment doesn’t always add up to what people expect from their experience in high school or 

university. There are strides being made through open discourse, like Justice Shane Marshall, and 

hopefully we will see more of this attitude into the future. 

MS- How do you see legal education changing to accommodate updates in the field, such as therapeutic 

justice? 

RH- Modern therapeutic justice is getting better at addressing mental health as a reason behind 

offending to avoid the revolving door prison system, but the way the law is taught needs to become 

more innovative. We’re seeing it in certain universities and certain subjects, but all universities need to 

get with the times. 

All university facilities are built off the back of massive student debt- institutions owe it to their students 

to change their lives. 

PM- ALSA is in talks to advocate for a removal of, or change to, the admissions disclosure requirements 

re: mental health services. Where would you suggest we start? 
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RH- If a motion is moved by this council and a letter written to attorneys general nationwide, that’s how 

we begin. Get that letter written, and then circulate it to each state’s Attorney General, as well as to the 

legal sections of The Australian and The Financial Review. Once the conversation is started, change will 

follow. 

 

 

 

Education Report- Alexander Bell Rowe (ALSA Vice President- Education) 

Alexander outlined his role as VPA, being that he is responsible for ALSA’s advocacy efforts. The 

education portfolio is directly answerable to Council in setting the issues on which we advocate, the 

strategy we use, and the level to which we advocate. 

Alex introduced the Education Team: 

 Albert Patajo, Education Officer 

 Chris Burch, Education Officer 

 Lachlan Robb, Careers Officer 

ALSA’s Education Vision 2016 

ALSA’s advocacy efforts aim to voice the concerns of Australian law students in order to effect change at 

a national level. 

Working Papers 

 Removal of cap on FEE-Help limit 

 Mental health disclosures for admission 

 Tax exempt status for LSS/LSAs 

 Graduate oversupply  

 Barriers to entry for indigenous students 

 Other issues as directed by Council 

Mental Health Initiatives 

 Mental health awareness and action guide 

 Drafting best practice guidelines for LSS/LSAs and universities to follow. 

 National Mental Health services guide- a “one stop shop” of services and resources 

 Closer ties with the Tristan Jepson Memorial Foundation 

 Other initiatives raised by Council 

Careers Initiatives 
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 International Careers Guide- compiling anecdotes and information from past/present students 

with experience 

 Updating Public Interest Careers Guide- working towards Public Interest Careers Fair with NSW 

Young Lawyers 

 Updating Judges’ Associateship Guide 

 ALSA Academic Journal- in the past has been issued every two years, now calling for 

contributions with a late June submission deadline 

LSS/LSA Supports 

 “How To” guides for student representatives 

 Encourage open dialogue at Council about the pressures and difficulties involved in 

representation 

 Providing supportive forum for representatives to voice concerns and queries 

In summary, the Education portfolio wants to help you feel comfortable and capable to represent your 

students in the most effective way possible! 

BUT- we need your help to do it. The work of the Education team can’t progress without your honest 

feedback and input into discussions about advocacy and mental health and wellbeing- so help us to help 

you! 

Advocacy topic 1: FEE-Help Cap 

Background: FEE-Help is, in essence, a “HECS” type program for postgraduate qualifications, to enable 

students to study postgraduate qualifications without having to pay fees upfront. The problem ALSA has 

identified is that the current sap on FEE-Help is far less than the total cost of the majority of Juris Doctor 

qualifications- even without considering the cost of PLT on top of this. There have been instances of JD 

students receiving an invoice for the outstanding portion of their university fees prior to their 

graduation, and being informed that they will be ineligible to graduate until the invoice is paid. The 

proposition to remove the cap on FEE-Help loans was first discussed when university fee deregulation 

became an issue before parliament. The two were part and parcel: the FEE-Help cap would be removed 

to accommodate the projected increase in the cost of university degrees. 

Therefore, ALSA would like to advocate two positions: 

1. That the current cap on FEE-Help loans be removed or increased; and 

2. That the proposal to remove the cap on FEE-Help loans be decoupled from the proposition to 

deregulate university fees, so that it can be considered in its own right as opposed to a means to 

an end. 

NDS- We think it’s important that the issues be considered separately. As has been flagged before, 

we’re one of the few universities that would get cheaper fees if fee deregulation were passed, so we 

appreciate the decoupling of the two issues. 
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Newcastle- Is anyone else in the room concerned that if this were to pass, it may give PLT institutions 

more incentive to put their fees up? We want to see cheaper, more affordable higher education, not just 

give institutions a licence to exploit people. 

Monash- Perhaps the cap doesn’t need to be completely removed, maybe we could advocate for it to be 

raised to allow for the higher cost? 

Blackstone- We agree with what’s already been raised- we want to see more affordable higher 

education, and better regulation of higher education costs, not just a band-aid solution. 

GULS- Perhaps we could calculate the absolute maximum cost to get a lawyer educated and qualified to 

admission in Australia, and then advocate to raise the cap to this level, rather than remove it 

altogether? 

PM- In summary, is Council generally agreeable to the Education team taking this issue and researching 

further, calculating the highest possible cost a law student might incur in meeting educational 

requirements for admission, and then prepare a position paper and come back to Council with it? 

Council was generally agreeable to this course of action. 

Same size LSS/LSA Breakout session 

Boutique- Cassandra Page 

In attendance: 

ACU- St Patrick’s 

Notre Dame Sydney 

DLSS Geelong 

Curtin University 

Southern Cross University 

RMIT University 

CP- Welcome everyone, before we start could I just get an indication of how many of you have been to 

Council before?  

As no attendees had attended Council before, CP briefly explained the purpose of a same-sized breakout 

session as being to discuss common issues and particular problems faced by LSAs of a similar size, as it’s 

common to find that the majority of LSAs in size groups face similar problems, and can brainstorm 

solutions together or share methods that have previously been tried to resolve the issue. With that in 

mind, I’ll let you guide the discussion to the areas you’d like to talk about and any issues you might 

currently be facing. 
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ACU St Patrick’s- We’d like to get everyone’s input on their faculties because we’re having major issues 

with ours, in that ACU is across two campuses and won’t allow any overlap between our events or 

activities, to the point that they restrict us a whole lot in what we can and can’t do. With that being said, 

they insist in being “hands off” so they won’t help us resolve any of the issues caused by these 

restrictions. Does anyone else have that problem? 

DLSS Geelong- We do have similar issues in the sense that we have two separate societies across two 

campuses, and the Faculty don’t want to be seen to be “taking sides” for either of us, so they try to stay 

as far away as possible from any discussions between ourselves and the other society- particularly 

regarding sponsorship. 

ACU St Patrick’s- Listening to what you’re saying, I think it seems like we have more issues with our 

University than with our Faculty due to the disparate nature of our campuses- so, for instance, the 

Faculty and “middle men” thought it reasonable to seek funding to create a sponsorship prospectus, 

because obviously, but the higher-ups in other states refused this- we’re based in Melbourne, our 

campus is in Melbourne, but people from another campus in a totally different state who have never 

met or even heard of us are in control of our funding and support requests, and I don’t think it’s fair.  

We want to get this worked out to a point where we have a functional working relationship so we’re 

desperate to hear other uni’s stories and ideas- at this point we must get it sorted for the future 

committee, it’s too late for our committee but we don’t want next year’s committee to have the same 

problem. 

NDS- We have campuses in Sydney and Fremantle, and we have similar issues with sponsorships and 

faculty funding- for example, the Faculty will fund a Vis Moot team from one campus but not the other, 

because they don’t see us as being “separate”. 

DLSS Geelong- Another thing we’ve been curious about, does anyone else in the group cater to off-

campus or distance education students? We’ve trialled a few things such as online competitions, but we 

were curious about what everyone else does in terms of competitions and accessible content. 

NDS- I don’t think any of us have run online competitions for distance students, how did yours work? 

DLSS Geelong and CP- Session was run via Microsoft Lync’s video chat feature- we were fortunate 

enough to have a committee member who was not only our off-campus representative, but who had 

competed at ALSA in the particular competition we were running (client interview). He agreed to act as 

the client and judge for all heats, and our VP Competitions sat in on all of them for standardisation and 

quality control purposes. We capped entrants since it was a trial, but we found it very successful so 

we’re looking at expanding this year. 

NDS- I wouldn’t mind chatting about elections quickly- specifically, how do you handle ties? At our last 

AGM we had a tie and our Constitution states that where there’s a tie, it’s resolved with a flip of a coin. 

We don’t think this is very fair. 
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DLSS Geelong- At our last AGM we had a tie too, we allowed each candidate a further 60 seconds to 

make their case and then voted again. 

NDS- Ah see that doesn’t work for us- we have preferential voting that is open for a week, so we can’t 

hold another election, there just isn’t time. 

SCU- What about a panel? Like, the outgoing president, a faculty rep and the returning officer? 

NDS- Again, we don’t have the best relationship with our faculty, so it might not go down well to have  

them decide the next committee, but you’ve given us a bit to think about.  

ACU St Patrick’s- We’d love to hear how you go about seeking sponsorship- obviously we’re competing 

with much larger universities. 

DLSS Geelong- We had a bit of an overhaul with our sponsorships last year, and we decided that we 

really needed to build from the ground up. We found that we were more successful by just trying to get 

firms to have a conversation with us, rather than hitting them up for money right away- if you build the 

relationship first, then you can ask for sponsorship in the future. 

NDS- Have you looked at alternative careers pathways? Like seeking sponsorship from businesses that 

aren’t necessarily law firms? You can also get a list of contacts from your state’s law institute- ask for 

their list of signatories to admissions requirements if you’re really stuck for where to start. Just get the 

list and start cold calling. 

SCU- Have any of you looked at getting SAF Funding? You can apply for it through your student 

association, and it comes out of the student amenities fee that we all pay. 

ACU St Patrick’s- No we had no idea that was an option! 

DLSS Geelong- We’ve looked into it and been knocked back. 

SCU- We end up with quite a lot of funding that way, so it might be worthwhile fostering relationships 

with student unions if you can? 

LARGE LSS/As – Christian Slattery 

 

How to deal with rogue members? 

- Warning, removal. 

- Mediations and arbitration. 

- Procedures:  

 - Motion of no confidence 

- Informal 3 strike policy (discretionary policy) 

 

Performance reviews? 

- Self-reflection policy. Also functions as a knowledge accumulation.  

- Reports: subcommittee and committee level reports. 
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- Strict lateness policies: if submissions are late, then this is counted.  

- Encourage members to act outside their portfolio.  

 

Dismissal?  

- President/Co-President takes on responsibility or relevant VP. 

 

How to keep committee members busy? 

- Look outside portfolio for work: self satisfaction 

-  First-year reps general positions, do rotations. 

- Confined titles, but let people contribute elsewhere. 

- Some roles have many responsibilities, others less.  

- Tighter job descriptions? Additional ideas are great, however.  

- Difficult to define some roles and some issues cannot be delegated (e.g. confidential emails).  

- Handover is an important process, clear communication helps to define roles and keep on 

task.  

- Burnouts can occur when people take on too many tasks.  

- Having a gap filler person can be useful (e.g. a member of the committee who can pick up the 

slack). 

- Less is more can be an idea.  

 

Medium Sized LSS/LSAs- Andreena Kardamis and Andrew Lonergan 

 Committee elections 

o Elected vs appointed positions- benefits/drawbacks 

o What method does your LSA use? Ticketed voting/preferential voting 

o What issues have you faced? 

o What have people found to be the best way to run elections? 

 Publications 

o What sort of publications does your LSA make? 

o Have you had any that haven’t taken off? 

LegalSUPER Market Research Session 

Conference Convenor 2017 Report- Max Stenstrum 

Conference 2017 has been confirmed to be held 3-8 July 2017 in Canberra. 

So far I have established a diverse and experienced Organisational Committee full of creative and 

dedicated members. 

We have been looking into accommodation, however Canberra’s accommodation market is not 

conducive to a large conference. Canberra is full of smaller, boutique hotels, so there actually aren’t any 

hotels in Canberra which could hold the sheer number of attendees we have at Conference. To remedy 

this, we’re looking at establishing an accommodation portal- when attendees register, they choose from 

one of several approved accommodation partners. There would ideally be three levels of 
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accommodation and three corresponding price points, so attendees could save money on 

accommodation if they wished whilst gaining the benefit of staying in the same accommodation as other 

conference attendees. 

Concerns were raised by Andrew Lonergan regarding representations to accommodation partners about 

number of rooms booked- generally they require a certain number to guarantee a cheaper conference 

rate for the accommodation, and what would the repercussions be if LSS/LSAs did not choose to stay at 

one of the hotels and promised numbers weren’t reached? This is something to consider going forward- 

there needs to be a carefully planned clause in the contract. 

So far the following institutions have agreed to partner and host events: 

 Australian Parliament House 

 High Court of Australia 

 Australian National University 

 University of Canberra 

Vision for Conference 2017 

Five days 

 3-8 July 

Competitions 

 Client Interview 

 Witness Exam 

 Championship Moot 

 IHL Moot 

 Negotiation 

 Mediation 

 Arbitration? 

Advocacy meetings in Council 

General Delegate Events 

Educational events 

 General interest 

 Study applicable skills 

 Career/Competition applicable skills 

Interesting speakers 

 Politicians 
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 Areas of law that ACT excels in 

 Organisational skills, things that can be taken back to the student society 

 

 

Feedback 

Concern was raised that the focus of educational events at Conference shouldn’t be on the personal 

progression of the individual attendees, but rather on the progression of the student society that funds 

the ticket. It was noted that this is the largest issue the Conference Convenor has to face each year- how 

to balance the competing interests of Councillors, who generally have their LSAs fund their ticket, and 

general delegates, who generally pay their own way. 

It was also noted that everyone who attends sacrifices in some way- whether financially or by spending 

their holidays working for their LSA, so it’s not necessarily the worst thing if some of the sessions teach 

them skills that will help them succeed personally. 

This raised the issue of how LSAs fund their Conference attendees: 

 Some fund the flights and registration of one or two Councillors, some partially fund Councillors 

 Some fund competitors fully, some partially 

 Few fund GDs 

 Some offer interest-free loans to interested GDs- the LSA pays for the student’s registration or 

flights, and the student then pays them back gradually over the year 

It was encouraged that there be extra engagement for US/ANU/ACU students who are already based in 

Canberra, by offering sessions which would interest and benefit them also. 

Careers events were brainstormed, and general consensus that “sponsor bait” events should be avoided 

at all possible, and that most attendees would rather go without something at Conference than sit 

through a blatant sponsor bait seminar. Council was reminded that unfortunately sometimes sponsors 

are only willing to sponsor if the event is to their liking, so there might be a competing interest there, 

but obviously the aim is and always will be to provide sessions that are educational and useful to our 

Conference attendees.  

It was also recommended that career development events for students be equally divided between 

“alternative” careers and “traditional” careers- BUT to make sure the panel or event is appropriately 

signed so as not to antagonise sponsors.  

It was discussed by AL that there needs to be discussion about some standardisation- codify what 

“conference” is and what the “convenor” should be doing to ensure that all attendees feel that they’re 

getting a valuable experience. 
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MS thanked everyone for their input, and welcomed any feedback or ideas to be sent to  

conference2017@alsa.asn.au as soon as possible, as planning is well and truly underway. 

Advocacy topic 2: Graduate Supply- Alex Bell Rowe 

The crux of this issue, as Council is all too familiar, is that there are far too many law grads for everyone 

to become lawyers in the conventional sense- that is, by obtaining a paid graduate position at a law firm, 

completing PLT during this grad year, and then commencing your legal career having already had that 

start. 

The key to assisting our members to move past this scary prospect is to think more positively about legal 

opportunities. It’s not useful to have a doom-and-gloom attitude and believe that the only way to be 

successful is by securing a grad job at a firm immediately out of university. 

Several organisations are cognisant of this issue, and are seeking to expand students’ horizons so that 

everyone can feel that they’re well placed in the job market- for instance, the “Possibilities” careers 

guide created by UNSW. 

ALSA is encouraging students to think laterally about the skills you gain from studying law- there are 

countless skills that you develop whilst studying a law degree that you can apply to careers other than 

private sector law. 

Feedback 

Monash- We really like the idea of the “Possibilities Guide”- we have found that nobody really looks at 

non-legal roles in separate fields, so it would be good to see what we could do. 

Flinders Uni- I agree, students could be applying their law degrees to other context. 

ANU- Just like we’re looking at sponsors from non-traditional sources, we could be seeking guidance 

from them about career paths for law grads too. 

DLSS Geelong- It would be very beneficial to see the statistics being relied upon when we hear that 

there’s an “oversupply” of grads- the numbers of unemployed grads vs. the graduate positions available- 

it seems like it is more a matter of people looking in the wrong places than a systemic failure.  

MULS- It’s all well and good to say that there are firms out there looking for people, but the fact is that 

smaller firms just don’t have the capacity to hire people right out of university. At Macquarie, the course 

is structured so that students have one semester of corporate legal subjects, followed by a semester of 

“breadth” legal subjects to expand their understanding. 

ABR- So just to clarify, with careers for law graduates they can be broadly grouped into four categories: 

 Legal 

 Non-legal 

 Consulting 

mailto:conference2017@alsa.asn.au
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 Government 

We need to be looking at how we brand these opportunities, there can’t be a dichotomy of “corporate 

and non-corporate” jobs, with the stigma that non-corporate jobs are somehow lesser- they’re all just 

jobs, regardless of where they are. 

What ALSA is asking is, should we be advocating on this, or should we just be providing resources? And if 

we do advocate, who should we be advocating to? 

ACU St Patrick’s- Perhaps ALSA could advocate to the universities directly? We’ve tried and tried to get 

our uni to let us run careers sessions, but we get knocked back each time, so if ALSA came in on our 

behalf we might stand a chance. 

PM- I should clarify that it’s been ALSA’s long standing policy not to engage with universities directly 

outside of the contact we have with you guys. 

NDS- It seems like a good way of approaching it might be “we have lots of skilled graduates graduating 

every year” rather than billing it as an oversupply of law graduates.  

DLSS Burwood- We’d endorse an approach of soft advocacy- making sure the information is out there 

and available to students and LSAs, so that they can then act as they see fit. 

AK- It’s worth noting that the NSW Young Lawyers’ Association is running a Public Interest Careers Fair 

that would be very worthwhile if any of you want to make your students aware of it.  

DLSS Burwood- I think the main point to come out of this is, let’s celebrate all the wonderful things 

about studying law and having a law degree rather than taking a doom-and-gloom approach. 

ABR thanked everyone for their feedback and resolved to take the issue to be workshopped by the 

education team.  

Competitions Report- Christian Slattery 

ALSA Problems Bank Overhaul 

Aiming in 2016 to expand the Bank beyond merely competition problem questions, to include all 

competitions resources, such as: 

 How to guides- written or video 

 Competition videos- finals or heats, including feedback preferably 

 Competition literature 

 Competitions calendar (see below) 

Competitions Subcommittees 

CS will be chairing two competitions “Breakout Groups” in order to investigate two anecdotal issues of 

inequality in competitions: 
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 Women in competitions 

 Students with a disability, English as an alternative language, or indigenous background in 

competitions 

Competitions Calendar 

CS is aiming to compile a calendar of all international and domestic intervarsity competitions for 

distribution throughout the ALSA network. This would be a valuable resource for LSAs and Law Schools 

in general when planning a yearly budget if they aim to send competitors to intervarsity competitions.  

It was requested that if any Councillors knew of an intervarsity competition run by their university, could 

they have their competitions officer contact competitions@alsa.asn.au with the following details: 

 Name 

 Date 

 Type of competition 

 Topic 

 Entry cost (if applicable) 

Knowledge Sharing 

As alluded to by PM and ABR, there will be several online knowledge sharing sessions run throughout 

the year on competitions- from competition planning and logistics, to judge sourcing and so on. 

Currently run by Skype but looking for something more effective.  

Recently ran a session on an introduction to running competitions based around where LSAs would be in 

the planning stage of their competitions calendar for the year. There will be another session held on 

Monday 18 April at 8pm AEST regarding ALSA Conference competition rules and a suggested list of 

amendments to same. Councillors are encouraged to have their competitions officer attend these 

sessions- CS will send out further details and reminder closer to the date. On that note, CS proposed 

that the ALSA Conference Convenor every year be responsible for ensuring the scanning and upload of 

judges’ scoresheets from the ALSA Conference, which could then be stored online in the Competitions 

Bank. 

There will be a further knowledge sharing session on Monday 15 August at 8pm AEST on a topic TBC. 

Council were reminded that CS was to run a competitions breakout session on Sunday 21 February.  

Sponsorship Report- Andreena Kardamis 

AK welcomed Council, and briefly touched on her extensive background in organising charitable 

sponsorships for NFPs. 

Sponsorship Progress 

mailto:competitions@alsa.asn.au
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Sponsorship prospectus has been totally redone and overhauled since last year. Sponsorship meetings 

were conducted in January with AK and PM. This year, AK was aiming to focus on what value 

organisations can see in sponsoring us because that increases their value to affiliates. 

So far this year, 3 sponsors have committed $40,300. By contrast, last year’s total sponsorship was 

$42,500. Based on these figures and January’s sponsorship meetings, ALSA’s 2016 projections are as 

follows: 

Projected minimum sponsorship- approx. $65,000 

Projected maximum sponsorship- approx. $80,000-$90,000 

Feedback 

Council expressed concern about sponsor fatigue- if we’re all competing for the same sponsors, is there 

any sense that the sponsors are becoming tired of it? 

AK- Quite the opposite. I’ve been approaching it from the mindset of the sponsor, being “what is the 

prospective value of ALSA?” Our value is this- the meeting of the minds of law students from all over 

Australia coming together with different opinions and viewpoints. That’s our major selling point to 

sponsors, which is quite different to what individual LSS/LSAs are offering, so the concern that firms 

might sponsor ALSA instead of an individual LSS/LSA is not something you should worry about.  

To put it into context, ALSA’s major sponsor this year is NSW Young Lawyers, who are working with us 

regarding graduate supply. 

Communications Strategy 

This year the ALSA Committee decided to implement a communications subcommittee to work on 

streamlining ALSA’s methods of communication and making them more effective. 

We have settled on a four-tiered strategy: 

1- Council Communications- internal ALSA communications between committee members 

2- State Based Representatives- communication from ALSA committee and executive to Councillors 

3- Direct Law Student Communications- communication from ALSA committee and executive to 

your members 

4- External communications- communications from ALSA to media outlets, sponsors, etc.- external 

stakeholders 

All planned out so that Council can get more value out of ALSA. 

We’re establishing a timeline of communications, as well as committee best practice guidelines- so that 

you know we’re communicating with each other and with you in an appropriate manner. If you feel you 

haven’t been dealt with appropriately by an ALSA committee member, AK is the most suitable person to 

contact. 
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The communications team have put together two flyers for O-Week: 

 “What is ALSA?” outlining who ALSA is, what our role is, and how we can help students 

 “ALSA Conference 2016” outlining what ALSA Conference is and why students should attend 

Public Interest Careers Fair 

ALSA is aiming to hold a Public Interest Careers Fair in partnership with NSW Young Lawyers. Ideally 

there will be 25 PIC organisations gathered at a date in August TBC. 

Sponsorship Knowledge Sharing Sessions 

There have been several requests for a “How to: sponsorship” knowledge sharing session. The crux of 

this session would be how to differ your position in the minds of the minds of firms to differentiate 

yourself from other competitors 

Council ends 5.03pm. 


